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HISTORY
Established in 2003 by preeminent Japanese university researchers, REPROCELL quickly
became the leading stem cell research company in Japan. Soon thereafter, REPROCELL products
were employed by Professor Shinya Yamanaka (Nobel Laureate, 2012) during his pioneering
research on induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC) technologies at Kyoto University. REPROCELL
was also the first company to offer iPSC-derived human cardiomyocytes, hepatocytes and
neuronal cells for research applications. As a market leader, with a portfolio of cells, culture
media and reagents, the company was listed on the Japan JASDAQ / Growth stock market in
2013. Since then, REPROCELL has aggressively expanded its business through a series of
commercial acquisitions to become a supplier and research partner for drug discovery, human
tissue resources, and stem cell products for disease-model research.
In 2016, REPROCELL USA was established by merging the US holdings of Stemgent®
Corporation (Lexington, MA) and BioServe® Corporation (Beltsville, MD). A leader in iPSC
reprogramming technologies, Stemgent® is recognized for the brands of Stemolecule™ and
StemFactor™, which are small-molecules and proteins for various stem cell and iPSC
applications that support reprogramming, growth and differentiation. BioServe® is a company
with an extensive biobank of over half-a-million human tissue samples to support biomarker
identification, and drug and disease research.
Also in 2016, REPROCELL Europe was established by merging the European holdings of
Reinnervate® Corporation (County Durham, England) and Biopta® Corporation (Glasgow,
Scotland). Known for the Alvetex® brand of plasticware plates and membrane products,
Reinnervate® is focused on developing 3D models and applications for mammalian cell culture.
Biopta® is a contract research organization (CRO) that specializes in customized drug discovery
assays using live human tissues secured in accordance with government and medical agency
ethical guidelines.
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Together, the REPROCELL Group Companies provide an integrated workflow with stem cells
and discovery technologies for drug development and cutting-edge Regenerative Medicine.
As a global technology partner, REPROCELL has the history, expertise and flexibility to
accelerate your research.

BUSINESS STRUCTURE
Across the entire organization, REPROCELL’s goal is the same; to improve human health.
Today, this aspiration is being pursued along two separate avenues of attainment. One avenue
is to provide tools and services that enable and accelerate breakthrough research technologies
for stem cell and drug discovery. This was the strategy of REPROCELL company until the end
of 2016; however, it is now the strategy of the REPROCELL Discovery business unit in 2017 and
beyond. The other approach being pursued to improve human health is more directly related
to clinical medicine. It involves developing and delivering diagnostics, clinical support products
and therapies for regenerative medicine organizations and directly to patients in need. This is
the strategy of the REPROCELL Medical business unit. There are considerable synergies across
these two business units that drive ideas and progress toward the common goal of improving
human health.

Provides cutting-edge stem
cell products and services,
human biospecimens, and
contract research for preclinical drug discovery.

Provides compliant materials
for bio-production and
advancements in diagnostics
and regenerative medicine
therapies.

Brands:

●● iPS cell reprogramming
●● Stem cell reagents and cells
●● Scaffolds for 3D cell culture

Portfolio:

●● Human tissue biorepository

Diagnostics

●● Tissue typing HLA, microsome
analytics

Precision Medicine

●● Primary cancer drug susceptibility
screening

Clinical Reagents

●● GMP-compliant reagents for
regenerative medicine

Therapeutics

●● MSC-based cell therapy clinical trials

●● Human tissue drug discovery assays
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The core of the original REPROCELL organization was focused on natural stem cell, and induced
pluripotent stem cell (iPSC) technologies. However, as increasing numbers of applications for
stem cells have been established, it became apparent that many commercial opportunities
existed directly upstream and downstream of the stem cell workflow. This thinking has led to
the strategic acquisition of the other REPROCELL Group Companies. Each company possesses
intellectual property and knowledge that helps to amplify the value of the organization by
complementing the capabilities of the others. Together, a workflow has emerged that spans
from human tissue acquisition (Bioserve®, Biopta®), to iPSC reprogramming (Stemgent®),
cell differentiation (REPROCELL), in vitro tissue modelling with 3D technology (Reinnervate®),
and assay development for applications in drug discovery (Biopta®). In the stem cell and drug
discovery “market-space”, no other company has this broad combination of expertise that can
be applied to nearly the entire span of the drug discovery pipeline, and even other new areas of
medicine.
There remains a great deal to be learned about stem cells and how they function. The
REPROCELL Discovery business unit will continue to develop products and technologies for
basic research, but also for practical applications such as leveraging stem cells to design human disease models and surrogate tissues for biomedical research. With expertise and ethical
networks to acquire and use authentic human tissues, the REPROCELL Discovery organization
also offers unique assay design services and technical know-how to accurately predict drug
performance in planned clinical trials. Stem cell research, drug discovery research and even
assay development for personalized or precision medicine are the hall marks of the REPROCELL
Discovery products and services to support our customers in non-profit research institutions,
big Pharma, and other bioscience commercial entities.

REPROCELL PRODUCT BRANDS

Note: REPROCELL Group company acquisition names
have been transitioned to product brands in 2017.
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A key area of growth for the medical sector is predicted to be regenerative medicine. Already
cell therapy has been used for years to treat certain human diseases. Furthermore, many
somatic stem cell therapies are currently in clinical trials worldwide. It is also predicted that
induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC) will be a key cell resource in the future to support a variety
of approaches to regenerative medicine. With a pedigree of commercializing and researching
stem cells, REPROCELL is positioned to be a key player in regenerative medicine, especially in
Japan. The REPROCELL Medical business unit, newly formed in 2017, is leading this effort
toward patient care and commercial support of the emerging regenerative medicine market.
As basic research advances to translational medicine to pave the way for clinical testing in
humans, the market needs are shifting toward regulatory compliant and higher grade chemical
and biological materials. REPROCELL is developing a suite of reagents and services to meet the
growing need for GMP-compliant clinical grade products and services that are appropriate for
regenerative medicine. In addition, REPROCELL labs offer diagnostic services for a variety of
tests related to tissue compatibility, and other biomarkers. And finally, through a partnership
with Steminent Biopharmaceuticals (Taiwan), REPROCELL has acquired the rights to initiate
clinical trials in Japan for the treatment of a rare form of neurodegenerative disease, using an
enriched preparation of human mesenchymal stem cells (Stemchymal®) supplied by
Steminent.
These ongoing efforts by REPROCELL Medical represent a shift in strategy from basic research
toward precision medicine and therapies. This is all intended to support the emerging
regenerative medicine commercial and medical market.
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UNIQUE WORKFLOW PORTFOLIO
Among the many companies with a stem cell foundation, REPROCELL is one of the oldest and
most diversified. Our unique portfolio includes access to human tissue resources, the
capability to develop complex iPSC-derived cells and tissues, custom assays for nearly all
stages of drug discovery, and 3D cell culture technologies for tissue modelling and assay
support. Furthermore, REPROCELL is leveraging human tissue assay design experience to
develop technologies in precision medicine, such as cancer diagnostics. Combined with our
recent clinical partnership (Steminent Therapeutics), these resources and know-how have
positioned the REPROCELL organization to be a more fully integrated supplier of research,
clinical, therapeutic and diagnostic products and services. Few companies can claim to have
this broad line-up of business activities and capabilities, making REPROCELL a unique partner
for providing you with the services and materials you need to navigate the complex world of
drug discovery and regenerative medicine.

TARGET
IDENTIFICATION

TARGET
VALIDATION

LEAD
IDENTIFICATION

LEAD
OPTIMIZATION

Identifying
potential drug
targets using
human tissue
from our
biorepository

Demonstrate
efficacy in fresh
human tissue or
stem cell derived
differentiated
cells

Screen compounds
against physiologically
relevant cells
grown in life-like
3D structures

Determine the
potency of your
drug candidate
______________

PRE-CLINICAL
SAFETY

Detect adverse effects
Troubleshoot
in human tissue
clinical observations
and compare directly in living human tissue
to animal data

Predict human
absorption or
metabolism

De-risking the discovery process by increased use of human data
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CLINICAL
TRIALS

VISION
Improving human health through biomedical innovation and discovery.

MISSION
We empower research scientists and medical professionals to improve the quality of human life
by providing unique products and services that accelerate breakthrough medical technologies
and therapies. We improve efficiency and add value with our collaborative approach and custom solutions that help conquer the technical challenges of drug development, human diagnostics, and regenerative medicine.

VALUES
QUALITY: It is at the core of all we do. Investments in people and infrastructure drive
quality thinking, quality products and services, and quality customer and patient experiences.
INNOVATION: Technical advancement requires that we remain flexible and agile. We are
forward-thinking and embody the process of continuous improvement. We are dedicated to
cultivating and commercializing cutting-edge research and advanced medical technologies to
improve human health.
TRUST: As skilled experts, we are trusted partners in our customer’s success. We seek to build
and maintain their trust through honest effort, communication and transparency.
VALUE: We add value by providing tools and services that de-risk, enable and accelerate
customer research workflows and medical healthcare applications.
CUSTOMER FOCUS: We help solve critical challenges and provide customized results by
listening, designing and implementing solutions to address the unique needs of our clients.
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Glasgow, UK

Beltsville, USA

Kanagawa, Japan

REPROCELL Europe
REPROCELL USA

REPROCELL Japan

REPROCELL Europe Ltd

REPROCELL USA Inc

REPROCELL Inc (Japan)

Thomson Pavillion,
Todd Campus,
West of Scotland Science
Park,
Acre Road,
Glasgow G20 0XA, UK

9000 Virginia Manor Road,
Suite 207
Beltsville,
MD 20705, USA

KDX Shin-yokohama 381
Bldg9F
3-8-11, Shin-yokohama,
Kohoku-ku, Yokohama,
Kanagawa 222-0033,
Japan

Tel: +44 (0)141 465 3460

Tel: (301) 470 3362

Tel: +81 45 475 3887

www.reprocell.com
info@reprocell.com
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